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Abstract—In this paper, we carry out null space analysis for
Class-Specific Discriminant Analysis (CSDA) and formulate a
number of solutions based on the analysis. We analyze both
theoretically and experimentally the significance of each algorith-
mic step. The innate subspace dimensionality resulting from the
proposed solutions is typically quite high and we discuss how the
need for further dimensionality reduction changes the situation.
Experimental evaluation of the proposed solutions shows that
the straightforward extension of null space analysis approaches
to the class-specific setting can outperform the standard CSDA
method. Furthermore, by exploiting a recently proposed out-
of-class scatter definition encoding the multi-modality of the
negative class naturally appearing in class-specific problems, null
space projections can lead to a performance comparable to or
outperforming the most recent CSDA methods.
Index Terms— Class-Specific Discriminant Analysis, Di-
mensionality reduction, Multi-modal data distributions, Null
space analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
Class-specific discrimination finds application in problems
where the objective is to discriminate a class of interest from
any other possibility. One of the most notable examples of
class-specific problems is person identification, e.g., through
face or motion analysis [1], [2]. Different from person recog-
nition, which is a multi-class classification problem defined
on a pre-defined set of identity classes, person identification
discriminates a person of interest from all the other people, i.e.,
is a binary problem. The application of Linear Discriminant
Analysis (LDA) [3], [4], [5] in such binary problems leads
to one-dimensional discriminant subspace due to the rank
of the adopted between-class scatter matrix. Class-Specific
Discriminant Analysis (CSDA) [1], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10]
allows discriminant subspaces of higher dimensionality by
defining suitable intra-class and out-of-class scatter matrices.
This leads to better class discrimination in such binary prob-
lems compared to LDA [6], [8], [9].
Existing methods for CSDA typically operate on nonsingu-
lar scatter matrices and seek for discriminant directions in the
span of the positive training data. In the case where the data
dimensionality is higher than the cardinality of the training set,
the scatter matrices are singular and regularization is applied to
address computational stability problems. However, experience
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from multi-class discriminant analysis approaches dealing with
this small sample size problem [11] indicates that null space
directions contain high discrimination power [12], [13], [14].
Interestingly, one-class discrimination approaches based on
null space analysis have been also recently proposed [15], [16].
However, the latter ones are in fact designed by following a
multi-class setting and cannot be directly extended for class-
specific discrimination.
In this paper, we provide a null space analysis for CSDA.
We then formulate straightforward class-specific variants of
Null space Linear Discriminant Analysis (NLDA) [12], [11],
and closely related Uncorrelated Linear Discriminant Analysis
(ULDA) [17], [18], [19], Orthogonal Linear Discriminant
Analysis (OLDA) [20], and Regularized Orthogonal Linear
Discriminant Analysis (ROLDA) [13] methods. We carry out a
detailed evaluation of the significance of each algorithmic step
both theoretically and experimentally and discuss different im-
plementation strategies. Furthermore, we combine the concepts
of null space analysis with a recently proposed out-of-class
scatter definition encoding the multi-modality of the negative
class naturally appearing in class-specific problems [21] and
propose heterogeneous extensions of the class-specific null
space algorithms. Our experimental evaluation of the proposed
methods shows that the straightforward extensions can outper-
form the baseline CSDA algorithm, while the heterogeneous
extensions can achieve a performance comparable to or out-
performing the most recent CSDA extensions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we give the generic problem statement for class-specific sub-
space learning. In Section III, we introduce the standard CSDA
algorithm as well as recent extensions. The main contributions
of this paper are described in Section IV, where we provide the
null space analysis and propose a number of CSDA extensions
exploiting the analysis. We give our experimental results in
Section V and conclude the paper in Section VI.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Let us denote by xi ∈ RD, i = 1, . . . , N the training
vectors, each followed by a binary label li ∈ {1,−1}, where
a label li = 1 indicates that sample i belongs to the class of
interest, or the positive class, while a label li = −1 indicates
that sample i belongs to the negative class. In practice, the
latter case corresponds to a sample belonging to one of the
subclasses forming the negative class, the labels of which are
not available during training either because these subclasses
2are not sampled adequately well or because they are expensive
to annotate. We want to map the training vectors to a lower-
dimensional feature space, i.e., xi ∈ RD → zi ∈ Rd, d ≤ D,
so that the discrimination of the positive class to the negative
class is increased.
A basic assumption in class-specific learning is that the two
classes are not linearly separable, but the negative samples
lay in multiple directions around the samples of the class
of interest. Therefore, class-specific methods typically rely
on non-linear approaches. To non-linearly map xi ∈ RD
to zi ∈ Rd, traditional kernel-based learning methods map
the training vectors to an intermediate feature space F using
a function φ(·), i.e., xi ∈ RD → φ(xi) ∈ F . Then,
linear class-specific projections are defined by exploiting the
Representer theorem and the non-linear mapping is implicitly
performed using the kernel function encoding dot products
in the feature space, i.e., κ(xi,xj) = φ(xi)
Tφ(xj) [22]. In
this way, a non-linear projection from RD to Rd is expressed
as a linear transformation of the kernel matrix K ∈ RN×N
having as elements the pair-wise dot products of the training
data representations in F calculated using the kernel function
κ(., .).
One can also exploit the Nonlinear Projection Trick (NPT)
[23] and apply first an explicit non-linear mapping xi ∈
R
D → φi ∈ Rr, r = rank(K), where K ∈ RN×N has
elements [K]ij = κ(xi,xj) = φ(xi)
Tφ(xj). This is achieved
by setting Φ = [φ1, . . . , φN ] = Σ
1
2
rU
T
r , where Σr and
Ur contain the non-zero eigenvalues and the corresponding
eigenvectors of the centered kernel matrix K. For an unseen
test sample xtestl , the corresponding mapping is performed
as φtestl = Σ
−
1
2
r U
T
r k
∗test
l , where k
∗test
l is the centered
version of the (uncentered) kernel vector ktestl having elements
[ktestl ]i = φ(xi)
Tφ(xtestl ). In the cases, where the size of
training set is prohibitive for applying NPT, approximate
methods for kernel subspace learning can be used, like the one
in [24]. After applying NPT, a linear projection zi = G
Tφi,
where G ∈ Rr×d, corresponds to a nonlinear mapping from
R
D to Rd. In the rest of this paper, we assume that the data
has been preprocessed with NPT, which allows to obtain non-
linear mappings with linear formulations.
III. CLASS-SPECIFIC DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS
CSDA [6] defines the optimal projection matrix G as the
one projecting the data representations of the positive class
as close as possible to the positive class mean while at the
same time maximizing the scatter of the negative class data
from the positive class mean. This objective is achieved by
calculating the out-of-class and intra-class scatter matrices
w.r.t. the positive class mean φ¯p ∈ Rr:
Sn =
∑
li=−1
(
φi − φ¯p
) (
φi − φ¯p
)T
Sp =
∑
li=1
(
φi − φ¯p
) (
φi − φ¯p
)T
.
The optimal G is the one maximizing the following criterion:
J (G) = tr
((
GTSpG
)−1 (
GTSnG
))
, (1)
where tr(·) is the trace operator. G is obtained by solving
the generalized eigenproblem Sng = λSpg and keeping the
eigenvectors in the row the space of both scatter matrices
corresponding to the d largest eigenvalues [25], where d ≤
min(Np − 1, D) with the assumption that Np ≤ Nn. By
defining the total scatter matrix as
St =
N∑
i=1
(
φi − φ¯p
) (
φi − φ¯p
)T
,
we can easily see that St = Sp+Sn and we get two equivalent
optimization criteria for CSDA:
J2(G) = tr
((
GTSpG
)−1 (
GTStG
))
J3(G) = tr
((
GTStG
)−1 (
GTSnG
))
.
While the scatter matrices are symmetric (and also the
inverse of a symmetric matrix is symmetric), their product
is typically not symmetric, which means that the eigenvectors
of (S−1p )Sn used as the solution of CSDA are not guaranteed
to be orthogonal. Furthermore, when the data dimensionality
leads to rank deficient scatter matrices, the inverse of S−1p
cannot be directly computed. This is known as the small
sample size problem [11].
A long line of research has considered these issues for LDA
and Kernel Discriminant Analysis (KDA) including variants
such as regularized LDA [26], pseudo-inverse LDA [27],
NLDA [12], [11], ULDA [17], [18], [19], OLDA [20], and
ROLDA [13]. However, the problems induced by the small
sample size problem and the scatter matrix singularity have not
received much attention in connection with CSDA. A common
approach is to follow the approach of regularized LDA and
solve for the eigenvectors of (Sp + µI)
−1Sn, where µ is a
small positive value and I is an identity matrix. The drawback
of this approach is the additional hyperparameter µ, the value
of which may have a significant impact on the results and is
usually determined by following a cross-validation process.
A Spectral Regression [28] based solution of (1) was
proposed in [8], [9]. It has been shown in [29] that the spectral
regression based solution of (1) can be efficiently calculated
by exploiting the labeling information of the training vectors.
The equivalence of (1) to a low-rank regression problem in
which the target vectors can be determined by exploiting
the labeling information of the training vectors was proposed
in [30]. Finally, a probabilistic framework for class-specific
subspace learning was recently proposed in [21], encapsulating
criterion (1) as a special case.
IV. NULL SPACE ANALYSIS FOR CSDA
In the rest of the paper, we assume that the data is centered
to the positive class mean. This can always be done by setting
φi − φ¯p → φi. Then, the total, intra-class, and out-of-class
scatter matrices are given as
St = ΦΦ
T , Sp = ΦpΦ
T
p , and Sn = ΦnΦ
T
n ,
where Φp ∈ Rr×Np and Φn ∈ Rr×Nn with Np+Nn = N are
matrices having as columns the positive and negative training
data, respectively. For linearly independent training samples
3φi, i = 1, . . . , N , we have rank(Sp) = min (Np − 1, r),
rank(Sn) = min (Nn, r) and rank(St) = min (N − 1, r).
When Np − 1 ≥ r and Nn ≥ r, all scatter matrices
are full rank and the corresponding null spaces are empty.
As the null spaces are the main focus of this paper, we
concentrate on cases, where N − 1 ≤ r. Thus, we have
rank(St) = N − 1 = rank(Sn) + rank(Sp).
Here, we should note that linear independence of training
vectors xi, i = 1, . . . , N does not necessarily imply linear
independence of φi, i = 1, . . . , N for any given kernel
function. However, for widely used kernel functions, like
the Radial Basis Function (RBF) and linear kernels, this
connection exists. For data representations in Rr obtained by
applying NPT, we have St with full rank. This is because
the dimensions corresponding to the zero eigenvalues of K
have been discarded and because St and K are symmetrizable
matrix products (K = ΦTΦ and St = ΦΦ
T ) meaning that
they share the same eigenvalues [31]. We have r = N − 1,
whenever the training vectors xi, i = 1, . . . , N are linearly
independent and D ≥ N − 1.
To define discriminant directions for our null space CSDA,
we will follow ideas similar to those in Null Foley-Sammon
transform [32]. That is, the projection matrix G is formed by
the projection directions satisfying
gTSpg = 0 (2)
gTSng > 0. (3)
The vectors satisfying the above expressions are called null
projections and, since J (G) → ∞, lead to the best separa-
bility of the positive and negative classes. As St = Sp + Sn,
the projections satisfying both (2) and (3) satisfy
gTStg > 0. (4)
In order to further analyze the null space projections g, we
denote by Sx any of the above-defined scatter matrices and
define the null and orthogonal complement spaces of a matrix
Sx as follows: Nx = {g ∈ RD|Sxg = 0} and N⊥x = {w ∈
R
D|wTg = 0 ∀ g ∈ Nx}, respectively. Here, N⊥x is the row
space of Sx (and as Sx is symmetric it is also equal to the
column space). From the above equations, we see that g ∈(
Np
⋂
N⊥n
)
→ g ∈ N⊥t . Similarly, g ∈
(
Nn
⋂
N⊥p
)
→ g ∈
N⊥t . Moreover, g is a null projection of St, i.e., g
TStg = 0,
only if gTSpg = 0 and g
TSng = 0, since St = Sp+Sn and
all three matrices are positive semi-definite. Thus, we have
shown that
Nt = Np
⋂
Nn. (5)
When St is full rank, we haveNt = ∅, which means thatNp =
N⊥n , i.e., the directions satisfying (3) (or equivalently (4)) also
satisfy (2). This implies also that nullity(Sp) = rank(Sn)
(and nullity(Sn) = rank(Sp)). When Nt = ∅ does not hold,
it can be achieved by mapping the data to the row space of
St.
The eigenvectors corresponding to zero eigenvalues span the
null space of a matrix, while the eigenvectors corresponding
to non-zero eigenvalues do not necessarily span the whole row
space. However, since we are dealing with symmetric matrices
having orthogonal eigenvectors the whole space is spanned.
Furthermore, when Nt = ∅, the eigenvalues of St are the
positive eigenvalues of Sp and Sn, i.e.,
{λ1, ..., λd} =
{
ρ1, ..., ρrank(Sp), ν1, ..., νrank(Sn)
}
, (6)
where St ∈ Rd×d, λ1, ..., λd are the eigenvalues of St,
ρ1, ..., ρrank(Sp) are the non-zero eigenvalues of Sp, and
ν1, ..., νrank(Sn) are the non-zero eigenvalues of Sn. This
is because for the non-zero eigenvalues of Sn, we have
Snw = (St−Sp)w = Stw+0 = ρw and in a similar manner
the non-zero eigenvalues of Sp are eigenvalues of St. As
rank(St) = rank(Sp) + rank(Sn), the non-zero eigenvalues
of Sp and Sn form the full set of eigenvalues of St. However,
we observed experimentally that for most datasets St is quite
ill-conditioned (i.e., it has a large ratio of largest to smallest
eigenvalues). We also observed numerical instability occurring
especially in computations involving eigenvalues of Sn. (6)
typically does not hold accurately and the null space of Sp
and the row space of Sn are not properly aligned.
Now we proceed to formulate CSDA extensions based on
the null space analysis. We will analyze the significance of
each algorithmic step and also discuss the consequences of
the above-mentioned numerical instability.
A. Null Space Class-Specific Discriminant Analysis
In this section, we propose Null space Class-Specific Dis-
criminant Analysis (NCSDA), where we exploit similar steps
as proposed for the original NLDA [12] and its extensions
[11], [13]. We aim at exploiting the discriminant information
available in the null space of intra-class scatter matrix Sp by
maximizing the following constrained criterion:
JN (G) = tr
(
GTSnG
)
s.t. GTSpG = 0.
(7)
As for NLDA, the main idea is to first remove the null
space of St to ensure Np = N⊥n , then map the data to
the remaining null space of Sp, and finally maximize Sn
there. A major difference w.r.t. NLDA is the final subspace
dimensionality innately following from the algorithm. After
removing the null space of St, nullity(Sp) = rank(Sn) and,
in the same way, nullity(Sw) = rank(Sb) for NLDA. The
rank of the between-class scatter matrix Sb used in NLDA is
limited by the number of classes. Thus, the innate subspace
dimensionality is low and the NLDA methods do not apply
any further dimensionality reduction. However, the innate
NCSDA dimensionality is typically much higher equaling to
rank(Sn) = Nn and, therefore, it becomes a desired property
that the algorithm can, in addition to mapping data to the
Np, also provide an optimal ranking for the projection vectors
so that only some of them can be selected to obtain lower-
dimensional final representations. The pseudo-code of the
proposed NCSDA is given in Algorithm 1 and each step is
analyzed below.
Steps 1-2 remove the null space of St to obtain Np = N⊥n
(due to (5)). We follow [13] and use Singular Value Decom-
4Algorithm 1 Null space CSDA
Input: data matrices Φp and Φn (Φ = [Φp, Φn])
Output: projection matrix G
% Find row space of St using reduced SVD as in (8)
1: Φ = UtΣtV
T
t
% Map data to row space of St and form scatter matrices
used in Step 3
2: Φ˜x = U
T
t Φx S˜x = Φ˜xΦ˜
T
x
% Find null space of S˜p
3: Compute W via one of eigenproblems in (9)-(13)
% Maximize S˜n in Np
4: (Solve M from WT S˜nWm = λm)
1
% Combine projection matrices
5: G = UtW(M)
1
% Orthogonalize G via QR-decomposition
6: (G = QR G = Q)2
(x) denotes an optional step x
(x)1 is recommended with (9) in Step 3
(x)2 is recommended with (11) or (13) in Step 3
position (SVD) to get Φ = UΣVT , where U and V are
orthogonal,
Σ =
(
Σt 0
0 0
)
,
Σt ∈ Rt×t is a diagonal matrix with positive diagonal
elements in decreasing order and t = rank(St). Therefore,
St = ΦΦ
T = UΣVTVΣTUT =
UΣΣTUT = U
(
Σ2t 0
0 0
)
UT .
U can be partitioned as U = [Ut,Ut⊥], where Ut ∈ Rr×t
contains the eigenvectors of St corresponding to non-zero
eigenvalues, Ut⊥ ∈ R
r×(r−t) contains the eigenvectors cor-
responding to zero eigenvalues, and Σ2r contains the non-zero
eigenvalues. The reduced SVD of Φ can be now given as
Φ = UtΣtV
T
t . (8)
Step 2 projects the data to the subspace spanned by the
columns of Ut to remove the null space of St. We denote
the scatter matrices of projected data as S˜t, S˜p, and S˜n.
We note that Step 2 corresponds to applying uncentered
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on the data centered to
the positive class mean with the dimensionality set to t =
rank(St). As discussed above, for data matrix Φ obtained by
applying NPT, St is full rank, i.e., Nt = ∅. In this case, Steps
1 and 2 are not needed, but we keep them in the algorithm to
ensure that Np = N
⊥
n for any input data.
In Step 3, the null space of S˜p is computed. It is the most
critical step in NCSDA. Following the approach of [11], [32],
the null space can be found by solving the eigenproblem
S˜pw = λw (9)
and forming the projection matrix W from the eigenvectors
corresponding to the zero eigenvalues. As S˜p is symmetric,
the resulting projection vectors will be orthogonal. While these
projection vectors span the null space of S˜p, the zero eigenval-
ues do not provide any additional information for ranking the
vectors when an additional dimensionality reduction is desired.
Algorithm 2 Uncorrelated/Orthogonal/Regularized Orthogo-
nal CSDA
Input: data matrices Φp and Φn (Φ = [Φp, Φn])
Output: projection matrix G
% Find row space of St using reduced SVD as in (8)
1: Φ = UtΣtV
T
t
% Form the projection matrix R
2: UCSDA and OCSDA: R = UtΣ
−1
t
ROCSDA: R = Ut(Σt + αI)
−1
% Map data to row space of St and form scatter matrices
used in Step 4
3: Φ˜x = R
TΦx S˜x = Φ˜xΦ˜
T
x
% Find W spanning row space of S˜n
4: ComputeW via (17), (18), or (12)
% Combine projection matrices
5: G = RW
% Orthogonalize G via QR-decomposition
6: OCSDA and ROCSDA: G = QR G = Q
As Np = N⊥n , we can turn our attention to S˜n and solve
the eigenproblem
S˜nw = λw (10)
to find the vectors spanning the row space of S˜n (i.e, select
the eigenvectors corresponding to non-zero eigenvalues). Also
this approach results in orthogonal projection vectors and it
allows to rank them according to their ability to maximize
tr
(
GTSnG
)
in JN (7). However, our experiments show that
the projection vectors obtained by solving (10) fail to span
the null space of S˜p due to the numerical instability discussed
above. This makes the classification performance poor.
Therefore, we also investigate the use of the following
generalized eigenproblems in Step 3 to analyze their ability
to provide null projections for S˜p and to rank the projection
vectors for further dimensionality reduction:
S˜pw =
(
S˜n + µI
)
λw, (11)
S˜nw =
(
S˜p + µI
)
λw, (12)
S˜nw = S˜tλw, (13)
where µ is a small positive value and I is an identity matrix. To
obtain the projection vectors, we select the eigenvectors corre-
sponding to the zero eigenvalues for (11), but the eigenvectors
corresponding to the non-zero eigenvalues for (12) and (13).
Other possible generalized eigenproblems to consider could
be S˜pw = S˜tλw and S˜tw =
(
S˜p + µI
)
λw. However, we
leave them out, because the analysis for the former combines
the elements (drawbacks) of those for (11) and (13), while the
latter gives exactly the same results as (12) when selecting the
eigenvalues smaller than one.
The projection vectors resulting from the generalized eigen-
problems are no longer guaranteed to be orthogonal. However,
5for symmetric matrices A and B and for a positive definite
B, the generalized eigenproblem Aw = Bλw has real
eigenvalues and the eigenvectors are linearly independent and
B-orthogonal, i.e., wTi Bwj = 0 for i 6= j [33]. All the scat-
ter matrices are symmetric and positive semi-definite. After
removing the null space of St, S˜t is full rank and, therefore,
positive definite. Furthermore, the regularization applied in
(11) and (12) preserves the symmetry, while making S˜n and
S˜p positive definite. Thus, (11), (12), and (13) will have S˜n-
orthogonal, S˜p-orthogonal, and S˜t-orthogonal eigenvectors,
respectively. For (12) and (13), the linear independence of the
eigenvectors is important to maintain the assumption that the
eigenvectors corresponding to the non-zero eigenvalues span
the row space of S˜n and, thus, the null space of S˜p due to
(5). For (12), we haveWT
(
S˜p + µI
)
W = I. Since we select
only the eigenvectors spanning the row space of S˜n to form
W and assume that they are null projections for S˜p, we get
WT
(
S˜p + µI
)
W = µWTW = I → WTW = 1
µ
I, i.e.,
the projection vectors are orthogonal.
Considering the usefulness of (11)-(13) for projection vector
ranking, the eigenvectors corresponding to zero eigenvalues
are used in (11) and, therefore, the eigenvalues do not offer
ranking information. Furthermore, after mapping the data to
the row space of St all the non-zero generalized eigenvalues
computed with respect to S˜t as in (13) are equal to one and,
thus, they are also useless for ranking. Only for (12) we have
non-zero eigenvalues which can be directly used for ranking
the projection vectors. We also note that (12) corresponds to
applying the standard CSDA in the row space of St, which
results in orthogonal projection vectors. In our experiments,
the projection vectors solved from (11)-(13) span the null
space of S˜p with same accuracy as the solution of (9).
Step 4 aims at finding a mapping M that maximizes S˜n
in the null space of S˜p. The mapping can be formed by
solving the eigenproblem WT S˜nWm = λm and taking
the eigenvectors corresponding to non-zero eigenvalues. A
corresponding step was a part of the original NLDA [12].
However, it was considered unnecessary in [11] since S˜n, or
Sb in the case of NLDA, has no null space to remove (S˜n
should be full rank after removing the null space of St and
mapping to null space of S˜p) and it was proved in [13] that the
projectionM has now effect in the algorithm. This is because
for any orthogonal matrix A, tr(ATBA) = tr(B). We
know that M is orthogonal because WT S˜nW is symmetric.
Therefore,
tr
(
MTWTUTt SnUtWM
)
= tr
(
WTUTt SnUtW
)
and M has no effect in maximizing (7). However, these
arguments against Step 4 do not take into account the need
for ranking the projection vectors for further dimensionality
reduction, while it offers another approach for evaluating the
usefulness of the vectors.
Our experiments confirm that Step 4 improves the results
when combined with using (9) in Step 3 and the subspace
dimension is cut to 1-25. With (10) and (12), the vectors have
been already ranked to maximize (7) and Step 4 does not
change the results. For (11) and (13), S˜n/S˜t-orthogonality of
projection vectors in W is now problematic. For (11), we
have WT
(
S˜n + µI
)
W ≈ WT S˜nW = I and, for (13),
WT S˜tW = W
T S˜nW +W
T S˜pW = I, which for the null
space of S˜p becomes W
T S˜nW = I. Thus, in both cases all
the eigenvalues in Step 4 will be equal to one and no further
ranking information is gained.
In Step 5, the separate projection matrices are combined to
form G. Finally, we add an optional step to orthogonalize
G. This Step 6 compensates for the lack of orthogonality
following from using (11) or (13) in Step 3. When (9), (10),
or (12) is used, the projection vectors are already orthogonal
and Step 6 has no effect.
B. Orthogonal CSDA
Next, we formulate three modified optimization criteria as
straightforward class-specific versions of those originally used
for (generalized) ULDA [20], OLDA [20], and ROLDA [13].
The criterion for the proposed Uncorrelated Class-Specific
Discriminant Analysis (UCSDA) is
JU (G) = tr
(
(GTStG)
+(GTSnG)
)
s.t. G ∈ Rr×d GTStG = Id,
(14)
where ()+ denotes the pseudo-inverse and d = rank(Sn) is the
subspace dimensionality. The projection vectors are required
to be St-orthogonal, which guarantees that the vectors mapped
to the projection space are mutually uncorrelated. The crite-
rion for the proposed Orthogonal Class-Specific Discriminant
Analysis (OCSDA) is almost the same, but the constraint now
requires standard orthogonality:
JO(G) = tr
(
(GTStG)
+(GTSnG)
)
s.t. G ∈ Rr×d GTG = Id,
(15)
Finally, the criterion for Regularized Orthogonal Class-
Specific Discriminant Analysis (ROCSDA) regularizes the
total scatter matrix in JO(G):
JR(G) = tr
(
(GT (St + αI)G)
+(GTSnG)
)
s.t. G ∈ Rr×d GTG = Id.
(16)
Let us consider the criterion in JU (G) and JO(G) without
taking the constraints into account first. We have
tr
(
(GTStG)
+(GTSnG)
)
= tr
(
(GTStG)
+(GTStG)
)
− tr
(
(GTStG)
+(GTSpG)
)
= rank(GTStG)− tr
(
(GTStG)
+(GTSpG)
)
≤ d− 0,
where d is the subspace dimensionality, the first equality
follows from St = Sp + Sn and basic properties of trace, the
second equality follows from tr(A+A) = rank(A) for all
square matrices, and the inequality is due to GTStG = S˜t ∈
R
d×d → rank(S˜t) ≤ d and tr
(
(GTStG)
+(GTSpG)
)
≥ 0
for the positive semi-definite Sp. Thus, the criterion gets its
maximum value for a given d if S˜t is full rank andG is a null
projection for Sp. Therefore, NCSDA maximizes the criterion
for d = rank(Sn) if Np = N⊥n . From our null space analysis,
we know that this can be obtained by removing the null space
of St if rank(St) = rank(Sp)+ rank(Sn). As we consider in
this paper only cases where N−1 ≤ r, the solution of NCSDA
6always maximizes the criterion and provides a solution to
UCSDA/OCSDA whenever the constraints are satisfied. In
Section IV-A, we presented solutions which are either St-
orthogonal, orthogonal, or both.
The original solutions to generalized ULDA [20] and
OLDA [20] were derived using simultaneous diagonalization
of the three scatter matrices. This solution does not require
rank(St) = rank(Sp) + rank(Sn) to hold. It can be shown
that G simultaneously diagonalizes St, Sp, and Sn and is
a solution to JU (G) for d = rank(Sn) (see [20], [19] for
details), when G = UtΣ
−1
t W, where Ut and Σt are as
defined in the reduced SVD of Φ in (8) and W is obtained
by first mapping the negative samples as Φ˜n = Σ
−1
t U
T
t Φn
and then applying the reduced SVD on Φ˜n as
Φ˜n = PqΣ˜qQq W = Pq, (17)
where Pq is orthogonal and contains the eigenvectors of S˜n
corresponding to the non-zero eigenvectors. Thus, W spans
the row space of S˜n. We now provide a pseudo-code for the
proposed UCSDA, OCSDA, and ROCSDA based on the above
derivation in Algorithm 2.
While Steps 1-2 in Algorithm 1 apply uncentered PCA
on the data, Steps 1-3 in Algorithm 2 apply uncentered
PCA whitening. In our NCSDA experiments, we observed a
discrepancy between the vectors spanning the null space of
S˜p (as solved from (9)) and vectors spanning the row space
of S˜n (as solved from (10)), which we believe to be related
with the ill-conditioned total scatter matrix S˜t. The whitening
operation gives St-orthogonal projection vectors and, after
mapping, all the eigenvalues of S˜t will be ones. Thus, S˜t is
no longer ill-conditioned. Indeed, we observe the whitening to
cure the discrepancy and the projection vectors solved using
(10) become able to satisfy the null constraint for Sp.
However, due to (6), all the non-zero eigenvalues of S˜n
and S˜t will be also ones. This removes the ability of the
non-zero eigenvalues to rank the projection vectors for di-
mensionality reduction. Applying ROCSDA provides a com-
promise between the ill-conditioned total scatter matrix and
losing the ranking ability due to equalized eigenvalues. The
regularized whitening leads to stable eigenvalues close to one,
but leaves some variability to use for ranking the projec-
tion vectors, which significantly improves the performance.
While ROCSDA can also prevent numerical errors due to
division with very small numbers, this is not relevant for our
implementation, because typically a threshold ǫ > 0 (e.g.,
ǫ = 10−6) is used to decide whether an eigenvalue equals
to zero and setting values of α smaller than ǫ brings the
same improvement. We believe that the whitening applied in
UCSDA and OCSDA prevents numerical errors of NCSDA,
while the main contribution of ROCSDA is to improve the
projection vector ranking.
Step 4 finds vectors spanning the row space of S˜n. We know
from our null space analysis that due to (5) this corresponds
to finding the vectors spanning the null space of S˜p. In fact,
we could use any of the eigenproblems used in Step 3 of
Algorithm 1 also here. However, we now confine ourselves to
the best performing eigenproblem (12) along with (17) and a
similar SVD approach for Φ˜p given as
Φ˜p = PΣ˜Q P = [Pq,Pq⊥] W = Pq⊥, (18)
where we select as our projection vectors the columns of Pq⊥,
which correspond to the zero singular values in the full SVD.
C. Heterogeneous Null Space CSDA and Heterogeneous Or-
thogonal CSDA
Up to this point, we have aimed at maximizing Sn following
the standard CSDA assumption, i.e., the negative samples are
evenly spread out around the positive class. However, this is
typically not the case, but the negative class actually consist
of more than one distinct classes. While in class-specific
approaches, we assume not to know labels for such classes, we
can still cluster the negative data and reformulate the solution
so that we allow the clusters of similar items to stay close
to each other and concentrate on maximizing the distance of
these clusters to the positive class mean. Such an approach
has been recently proposed in [21] and here we combine
the heterogeneous formulation for the negative class with the
concepts based on our null space analysis.
We now assume the negative class to be formed of K clus-
ters. The centroid of the kth cluster can be computed as φ¯k =
1
Nk
∑Nk
j=1 φkj , where Nk is the number of items in the cluster
and φkj is the j
th sample in the cluster. The out-of-class scatter
was earlier defined as Sn =
∑
li=−1
(
φi − φ¯p
) (
φi − φ¯p
)T
=∑K
k=1
∑Nk
j=1
(
φkj − φ¯p
)2
. Let us define the negative class
within-cluster scatter Snw and the between-cluster scatter Snb
as
Snw =
K∑
k=1
Nk∑
j=1
(
φkj − φ¯k
) (
φkj − φ¯k
)T
Snb =
K∑
k=1
Nk
(
φ¯k − φ¯p
) (
φ¯k − φ¯p
)T
.
We can show that Sn = Snw + Snb as follows(
φkj − φ¯p
)
=
(
φ¯k − φ¯p
)
+
(
φkj − φ¯k
)
⇒(
φkj − φ¯p
)2
=
(
φ¯k − φ¯p
)2
+
(
φkj − φ¯k
)2
+ 2
(
φ¯k − φ¯p
) (
φkj − φ¯k
)T
⇒
K∑
k=1
Nk∑
j=1
(
φkj − φ¯p
)2
=
K∑
k=1
Nk
(
φ¯k − φ¯p
)2
+
K∑
k=1
Nk∑
j=1
(
φkj − φ¯k
)2
+ 2
K∑
k=1
Nk∑
j=1
(
φ¯k − φ¯p
) (
φkj − φ¯k
)T
⇒
Sn =Snb + Snw + 0,
where the zero comes from
∑Nk
j=1
(
φkj − φ¯k
)
=
∑Nk
j=1 φkj −∑Nk
j=1 φ¯k = Nφ¯k −Nφ¯k.
We now proceed to propose optimization criteria for two
heterogeneous CSDA variants exploiting the null space anal-
ysis, namely Heterogeneous Null space Class-Specific Dis-
criminant Analysis (HNCSDA) and Heterogeneous Orthog-
onal Class-Specific Discriminant Analysis (HOCSDA). The
7Algorithm 3 Heterogeneous Null space CSDA
Input: data matrices Φp and Φn (Φ = [Φp, Φn])
Output: projection matrix G
% Find row space of St using reduced SVD as in (8)
1: Φ = UtΣtV
T
t
% Map data to row space of St and form scatter matrices
used in Step 3
2: Φ˜x = U
T
t Φx S˜x = Φ˜xΦ˜
T
x
% Find null space of S˜p
3: Solve W from S˜pw =
(
S˜n + µI
)
λw
% Map negative class to null space of S˜p
4: Φ∗n =W
T Φ˜n
% Cluster negative samples
5: Apply K-means on Φ∗n to find φ¯
∗
k for k = 1, ...,K
% Compute between-cluster scatter matrix S∗nb
6: S∗nb =
∑K
k=1 Nk
(
φ¯∗k − φ¯
∗
p
) (
φ¯∗k − φ¯
∗
p
)T
% Maximize S∗nb
7: Solve M from S∗nbm = λm
% Combine projection matrices
8: G = UtWM
% Orthogonalize G via QR-decomposition
9: G = QR G = Q
criterion for HNCSDA is
JHN (G) = tr
(
GTSnbG
)
s.t. GTSpG = 0
(19)
and for HOCSDA
JHO(G) = tr
(
(GTStG)
+(GTSnbG)
)
s.t. G ∈ Rr×K GTG = Id.
(20)
Maximizing tr
(
GTSnbG
)
instead of tr
(
GTSnG
)
will try
to push the clusters of the negative class far away from the
positive class mean while allowing the samples within the
clusters be close to each other. This in many cases describes
the negative class in a more natural way. Furthermore, we
can see that rank(Snw) = Nn − K , rank(Snb) = K , and
rank(Sw) = rank(Snb) + rank(Snb) for linearly independent
samples. Thus, the innate dimensionality of the proposed
heterogeneous methods will be limited by the number of
clusters in the negative class, which is low enough to be
used as the final subspace dimensionality. The pseudo-code
for the proposed HNCSDA is presented in Algorithm 3 and
the pseudo-code for the proposed HOCSDA in Algorithm 4.
For Step 3 in HNCSDA, we select the generalized eigen-
problem S˜pw =
(
S˜n + µI
)
λw (11). For NCSDA, it demon-
strated a good ability to produce null projections for S˜p also
for the test samples. In HOCSDA, we do not apply further
dimensionality reduction and, therefore, we do not use the
regularized whitening of ROCSDA. We perform the clustering
of the negative samples using the K-means algorithm, where
the number of clusters, K , is determined via cross-validation.
Following an analysis similar to one presented in Sec-
tion IV, we can show that Nn = Nnw
⋂
Nnb and that the non-
Algorithm 4 Heterogeneous Orthogonal CSDA
Input: data matrices Φp and Φn (Φ = [Φp, Φn])
Output: projection matrix G
% Find row space of St using reduced SVD as in (8)
1: Φ = UtΣtV
T
t R = UtΣ
−1
t
% Map negative class to row space of S˜t
2: Φ∗n = R
T Φ˜n
% Cluster negative samples
3: Apply K-means on Φ∗n to find φ¯
∗
k for k = 1, ...,K
% Compute between-cluster scatter matrix S∗nb
4: S∗nb =
∑K
k=1Nk
(
φ¯∗k − φ¯
∗
p
) (
φ¯∗k − φ¯
∗
p
)T
% Maximize S∗nb
5: Solve M from S∗nbm = λm
% Combine projection matrices
6: G = RM
% Orthogonalize G via QR-decomposition
7: G = QR G = Q
zero eigenvalues νi of Sn are equal to the non-zero eigenvalues
of Snw and Snb:{
ν1, ..., νrank(Sn)
}
=
{
θ1, ..., θrank(Snw), γ1, ..., γrank(Snb)
}
,
where ν1, ..., νrank(Sn) are the positive eigenvalues of Sn,
θ1, ..., θrank(Snw) are the non-zero eigenvalues of Snw, and
γ1, ..., γrank(Snb) are the non-zero eigenvalues of Snb. In the
proposed heterogeneous approaches, the non-zero eigenvalues
of Sn will be equal to one either due to mapping to the
row space of Sn (HNCSDA) or due to whitening the data
(HOCSDA). However, this is no longer a problem as we do not
need to rank the projection vectors for further dimensionality
reduction after solving forM in Step 7 in HNCSDA and Step 5
in HOCSDA.
Moreover, we see that the direction maximizing Snb are in
the null space of Snw. Thus, the proposed HNCSDA method
optimizes also a more tightly constrained criterion
JHN2(G) = tr
(
GTSnbG
)
s.t. GT (Sp + Snw)G = 0.
(21)
Now considering the case K = 1, we get
Sp + Snw
=
∑
li=1
(
φi − φ¯p
) (
φi − φ¯p
)T
+
∑
li=−1
(
φi − φ¯n
) (
φi − φ¯n
)T
=
2∑
c=1
Nc∑
j=1
(
φcj − φ¯c
) (
φcj − φ¯c
)T
= Sw∗,
Snb = Nn
(
φ¯n − φ¯p
) (
φ¯n − φ¯p
)T
= Sb∗,
where Sw∗ and Sb∗ are the within-class and between-class
scatter matrices for the binary LDA (with the difference of a
scaling factor) and the proposed method is equal to the NLDA.
On the other hand, setting K = Nn we get
Snb =
∑
li=−1
(
φi − φ¯p
) (
φi − φ¯p
)T
= Sn.
This shows that the parameter K in the proposed HNCSDA
8in fact acts as a decision parameter to select between NLDA
and NCSDA.
V. EXPERIMENTS
A. Datasets
We run our experiments on the following publicly available
widely used datasets: JAFFE [34], Cohn-Kanade [35], and
BU [36], ORL [37], AR [38], and Extended Yale-B [39], and
15 scenes [40]. JAFFE, Cohn-Kanade, and BU are facial
expression datasets having seven different expression classes:
angry, disgusted, afraid, happy, sad, surprised, and neutral.
JAFFE depicts ten Japanese females each with three images
for each expression. Cohn-Kanade depicts 210 persons of age
between 18 and 50. We use 35 randomly selected images
for each expression class. BU depicts over 100 persons. All
expression classes except neutral have four different intensity
levels. In our experiments, we use mainly images with the
most expressive intensity level. ORL, AR, and Extended Yale-
B are face recognition datasets. ORL depicts 40 persons with
10 varying images for each. To focus on small sample size
problems (where N − 1 ≤ D), we pick only the first 15
persons from AR and Extended Yale-B datasets. AR has 26
images of each person. Yale database depicts each person in
64 different illumination conditions. Finally, 15 scenes dataset
consists of images from 15 different scenes (such as forest,
coast, industrial) having 200-400 images for each scene.
For the first six datasets, we use 70 % of the samples for
training (further divided for 80% training and 20% validation
sets in 5-fold cross-validation when needed) and the remaining
30% for testing. For 15 scenes dataset, we use only 10%
of the samples for training to maintain the small sample
set condition. The original feature dimension, the number
of samples and classes used is our experiments, and the
percentage of images used for training for each dataset are
listed in Table I. Note that due to the applied NPT mapping the
methods are run on training vectors having the dimensionality
N − 1, where N is the number of training samples.
TABLE I
SUMMARY OF DATASET PROPERTIES
Name D # samples # classes Training %
JAFFE [34] 1200 210 7 70%
Kanade [35] 1200 245 7 70%
BU [36] 1200 700 7 70%
ORL [37] 1200 400 40 70%
AR [38] 1200 390 15 70%
Yale [39] 1200 960 15 70%
15 scenes [40] 512 4485 15 10%
B. Experimental Setup
The CSDA methods are feature reduction methods that
map the feature vectors to a lower and more discriminant
feature space. Any classifier, such as Support Vector Machine
(SVM), could be applied on the mapped features to evaluate
their discrimination power. However, a common approach with
class-specific disriminant methods is to determine the class-
specific feature space and compute the positive class centroid,
φ¯p, during training. The test samples are then mapped to the
determined feature space and their similarity to φ¯p is mea-
sured. Test samples are ranked according to their similarities
and the performance of the algorithms is evaluated using
Average Precision (AP) as for a retrieval method. We also
followed this approach and report the 11-point interpolated
AP values [41].
We preprocessed the data vectors by mapping them to
a kernel space using the NPT approach as described in
Section II. Here we use the RBF kernel with σ =√
1
N∗D
∑N
i=1
∑D
j=1 φij , where N is the number of training
samples and φij is the j
th element of the ith training vector.
Whenever we applied regularization on a scatter matrix (i.e.,
S∗x = Sx + µ ∗ I), we set µ = 10
−4. In finding zero/non-zero
eigenvalues, we considered values smaller than ǫ = 10−6 to be
zero. We set the regularization parameter of α in ROCSDA to
10−7 in order to demonstrate that a value smaller than ǫ works
well. The hyperparameters d and K were set by 5-fold cross-
validation, where we considered values 1-25 for d and K was
selected from {1, 2, 3, 5, 10}. For clustering, we applied the
K-means algorithm. Each time, we ran K-means for 10 times
and selected the clustering that resulted in the lowest sum of
distances between the items and the corresponding centroids.
We repeated the experiments considering each class in turn
as the positive class. The samples belonging to all the other
classes were considered as negative. For each positive class,
we repeated the whole experiment for five times and the
reported results are averages over all the classes and all the
repetitions. While the methods themselves do not have random
elements, differences arise from the random splitting of the
data into train and test sets and the use of the K-means
clustering. Nevertheless, all the methods were evaluated with
the same splittings. All the experiments were run on Matlab
R2017a and the codes will be made publicly available upon
publication.
C. Experimental Results
1) Experiments on Null space CSDA: We concentrate first
on NCSDA discussed in Section IV-A. We compared dif-
ferent eigenproblems for Step 3 in Algorithm 1 both with
full dimensionality, i.e., d = rank(Sn), and with a reduced
dimensionality, where the best dimensionality within 1-25
was determined by cross-validation as explained above. We
also evaluated the optional steps 4 and 6 of Algorithm 1 in
each setup. The classification results are given in Table II. To
gain further insight, we also experimented on the constraint
and criterion values for JN (7). In Table III, we report how
well the different eigenproblems satisfied the null constraint
GTSpG = 0 (we give the sum of the matrix elements,
i.e, A =
∑
i
∑
j [G
TSpG]ij ) and the corresponding criterion
value (B = tr(GTSnG)), when the orthogonalized projection
vectors (i.e., the NCSDA variant with Step 6) were used. For
this experiment, we set the subspace dimensionality to 10. We
show the results for the BU dataset as an example, while the
results on other datasets behave in a similar manner.
We first see that the full dimensionality results of (10)
(Snw = λw) are clearly inferior to all the other variants.
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AVERAGE PRECISION FOR DIFFERENT NCSDA VARIANTS
(9) (10) (11) (12) (13)
full D 1-25D full D 1-25D full D 1-25D full D 1-25D full D 1-25D
JAFFE
basic 0.792 0.722 0.465 0.436 0.712 0.370 0.792 0.741 0.710 0.576
w/ St. 4 0.792 0.745 0.465 0.436 0.712 0.583 0.792 0.741 0.710 0.566
w/ St. 6 0.792 0.722 0.465 0.436 0.792 0.401 0.792 0.741 0.792 0.612
w/ St. 4 + 6 0.792 0.745 0.465 0.436 0.792 0.655 0.792 0.741 0.792 0.595
Kanade
basic 0.361 0.343 0.357 0.347 0.263 0.244 0.362 0.500 0.245 0.280
w/ St. 4 0.361 0.495 0.357 0.347 0.263 0.257 0.362 0.500 0.245 0.248
w/ St. 6 0.361 0.343 0.357 0.347 0.361 0.242 0.362 0.500 0.361 0.290
w/ St. 4 + 6 0.361 0.495 0.357 0.347 0.361 0.263 0.362 0.500 0.361 0.269
BU
basic 0.379 0.399 0.313 0.323 0.231 0.201 0.379 0.480 0.231 0.208
w/ St. 4 0.379 0.482 0.313 0.323 0.231 0.216 0.379 0.480 0.231 0.212
w/ St. 6 0.379 0.399 0.313 0.323 0.379 0.201 0.379 0.480 0.379 0.204
w/ St. 4 + 6 0.379 0.482 0.313 0.323 0.379 0.208 0.379 0.480 0.379 0.213
ORL
basic 0.995 0.938 0.990 0.966 0.955 0.253 0.995 0.982 0.955 0.786
w/ St. 4 0.995 0.982 0.990 0.966 0.955 0.801 0.995 0.982 0.955 0.782
w/ St. 6 0.995 0.938 0.990 0.966 0.995 0.273 0.995 0.982 0.995 0.804
w/ St. 4 + 6 0.995 0.982 0.990 0.966 0.995 0.801 0.995 0.982 0.995 0.796
AR
basic 0.592 0.515 0.277 0.260 0.569 0.273 0.591 0.575 0.569 0.358
w/ St. 4 0.592 0.577 0.277 0.260 0.569 0.372 0.591 0.575 0.569 0.371
w/ St. 6 0.592 0.515 0.277 0.260 0.592 0.270 0.592 0.575 0.592 0.376
w/ St. 4 + 6 0.592 0.577 0.277 0.260 0.592 0.383 0.592 0.575 0.592 0.375
Yale
basic 0.729 0.730 0.150 0.144 0.445 0.176 0.729 0.731 0.413 0.309
w/ St. 4 0.729 0.730 0.150 0.144 0.445 0.379 0.729 0.731 0.413 0.333
w/ St. 6 0.729 0.730 0.150 0.144 0.729 0.204 0.750 0.731 0.748 0.389
w/ St. 4 + 6 0.729 0.730 0.150 0.144 0.729 0.433 0.750 0.731 0.748 0.379
15 scenes
basic 0.775 0.770 0.758 0.791 0.210 0.098 0.776 0.822 0.208 0.156
w/ St. 4 0.775 0.822 0.758 0.791 0.210 0.171 0.776 0.822 0.208 0.163
w/ St. 6 0.775 0.770 0.758 0.791 0.775 0.099 0.776 0.822 0.775 0.173
w/ St. 4 + 6 0.775 0.822 0.758 0.791 0.775 0.219 0.776 0.822 0.775 0.174
Eigenproblems compared for Step 3 in Algorithm 1:
(9): Spw = λw (10): Snw = λw (11): Spw = (Sn + µI)λw (12): Snw = (Sp + µI)λw (13): Snw = Stλw
Table III shows that, when (10) was used in Step 3, the result-
ing projection vectors failed to satisfy the null constraint A.
Furthermore, when we solved this eigenproblem to obtain
vectors spanning the null space of S˜n, we observed that these
vectors are not truly orthogonal to the vectors spanning the
null space of S˜p solved from (9) (i.e., N
T
pNn 6= 0, where
Np and Nn are matrices containing as their columns the
vectors spanning Np and Nn). As a result, the row space
of S˜n solved from (10) is not accurately aligned with the
null space of S˜p and the ability of the solution to satisfy the
constraint of JN suffers making the classification performance
worse as well. We will come back to this discrepancy in the
next Section V-C2 and now concentrate on other variants of
NCSDA.
When we took full NCSDA dimensionality as our final
subspace dimensionality and orthogonalized the projection
matrices (i.e., the full D w/ St. 6), the results for the other
eigenproblems for Step 3 were almost equal. Table III shows
that all these approaches manage to approximately satisfy the
constraint A and result in similar values for the criterion B
confirming that the projection matrices span approximately
the same subspace. Furthermore, we see from Table II that
orthogonality of the projection vectors is indeed beneficial.
The results for the originally unorthogonal projection vectors
resulting from (11) and (13) (i.e., the full D Basic) were clearly
improved by orthogonalization.
Since the innate NCSDA dimensionality is typically too
high, we are more interested in the results with dimensionality
reduced to 1-25. Therefore, we have highlighted in Table II the
best result with a reduced dimensionality for each dataset. The
results for the Basic variant confirm our theoretical evaluation
on the ability of (12) to rank the projection vectors for
dimensionality reduction better than the other eigenproblems.
As expected, the low-dimensional results obtained with (11)
and (13) are much worse. Interestingly, the eigenproblem (9)
showed a better ability to rank vectors than (11) or (13).
While only eigenvectors corresponding to zero eigenvalues are
selected for (9), in practice, all the eigenvalues are not exactly
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TABLE III
EVALUATION OF CONSTRAINTA AND CRITERIONB ON BU DATASET FOR NCSDA VARIANTS USING DIFFERENT EIGENPROBLEMS FOR STEP 3
FOLLOWED BY STEP 6 IN ALGORITHM 1
(9) (10) (11) (12) (13)
full D 10D full D 10D full D 10D full D 10D full D 10D
A
Train 1.6E-27 1.5E-29 335.74 26.75 2.7E-26 1.5E-28 4.6E-04 8.8E-07 3.1E-27 6.9E-31
Test 125.71 0.41 202.04 14.27 124.54 0.02 89.37 1.16 127.97 0.04
B
Train 60.68 5.60 173.56 110.35 60.68 0.17 60.72 18.28 60.68 0.44
Test 17.48 2.05 65.26 46.34 17.48 0.05 17.49 6.89 17.48 0.10
A =
∑
i
∑
j [G
T
SpG]ij B = tr(G
T
SnG)
zero but values of order 10−16. Clearly, ranking these values
also provides some useful information for ranking while not
as much as (12).
In accordance with (IV-A), Step 4 had no effect on the full
dimensionality performance. As expected, it could improve
the low-dimensional results of (9). It could not help with (11)
and (13) due to the eigenvalue equalization resulting from
the S˜n/S˜t-orthogonality. The projection vectors resulting from
(10) and (12) were already ranked according to their ability
to maximize B and Step 4 had no effect. Step 6 did not affect
the already orthogonal projection vectors resulting from (9),
(10), and (12), but it improved the results when applied with
(11) and (13).
Table III shows that (11) and (13) satisfied the null con-
straint A well, but they failed to rank projection vectors
for dimensionality reduction leading to very small values of
criterion B. The eigenproblem (12) maximized B much better,
while (10) produced even higher values for B but with the cost
of failing to satisfy the null constraint A. These results also
generalized well for the unseen test samples.
As a conclusion, we select as our representative NCSDA
method for the following comparative experiments to be the
approach where (12) is used in Step 3, while the optional
Steps 4 and 6 are avoided. This approach is consistently among
the top performing variants.
Here, we want to point out that for our analysis of NCSDA
it is important to exploit the symmetry of the scatter matrices
in the implementation of eigenanalysis of Step 3. If S˜p or S˜n
are not exactly symmetric for (9) or (10) (i.e, they have numer-
ical errors of order 10−20), Matlab’s eig-function does not
produce real eigenvalues and orthogonal eigenvectors. This,
in turn, makes the classification performance dramatically
worse. We observe that while Matlab ensures that A*A’ is
exactly symmetric, this is not the case for expressions like
A(:, inds)*A(:, inds)’. Therefore, it is important to
create separate matrices for the positive and negative samples
and not just index the total data matrix when forming the
corresponding scatter matrices. For (11)-(13), an eigenanalysis
algorithm preserving the symmetry properties should be used.
While QZ-algorithm [42] is numerically more stable, it does
not exploit the symmetric structure of the matrices, which
typically results in complex eigenvalues and vectors. Cholesky
method [43] is specifically meant for symmetric matrices and
ensures the properties discussed above.
2) Experiments on Uncorrelated, Orthogonal, and Regu-
larized Orthogonal CSDA: We now turn our attention to
UCSDA, OCSDA, and ROCSDA discussed in Section IV-B. In
Table IV, we give Average Precisions for UCSDA, OCSDA,
and ROCSDA with different ways to solve Step 4 in Algo-
rithm 2. For comparison, we also applied an algorithm similar
to UCSDA but not involving whitening (w/o wh.). Note, that
the resulting algorithm gives orthogonal projection vectors
without needing the orthogonalizing of Step 6. Furthermore,
we carried out an evaluation on the null constraint A and
criterion B as in Table III for OCSDA and ROCSDA. These
results are given in Table V.
The version with no whitening is equivalent to Basic
NCSDA. The variant using (12) is exactly NCSDA using (12),
while the variants using (17) and (18) are almost identical to
NCSDA using (10) and (9), respectively. The only difference
is that the former use SVD to solve the eigenproblems in (10)
and (9). We see that the full dimensional results are equal and,
for (17)/(10), the results with dimensionality reduction are also
the same. For (18)/(9), the results with reduced dimensionality
have some variation, which is reasonable as the projection
vectors correspond to zero eigenvalues having no particular
ranking.
For the version without whitening (as for NCSDA), the
results based purely on the eigenvectors of S˜n are clearly
worse than the results obtained with the other two variants.
With UCSDA, the results for all the variants are equalized but
also clearly deteriorated. This can be partially explained by
the unorthogonal projection vectors, as the results with full
dimensionality are clearly better for OCSDA, where the only
difference to UCSDA is the orthogonalization applied at the
end. However, also for OCSDA the results after dimension-
ality reduction are poor. As explained in Section IV-B, St-
orthogonality following from the whitening makes the eigen-
values useless for ranking the vectors. This can be cured by
regularization of the PCA whitening introduced in ROCSDA.
With the tiny value of 10−7 added to the eigenvalues of
St in the whitening, the difference in the results with the
dimensionality reduction is dramatic. In fact, it turns out that
the projection vector ranking of ROCSDA outperforms all
the approaches considered with NCSDA. Now the results are
also equal for (17) and (12) as they theoretically should be.
We believe this is achieved by the whitening step which can
prevent the numerical errors caused by the previously ill-
conditioned St matrix. ROCSDA did not help with (18) using
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the eigenvectors corresponding to zero eigenvalues, which
cannot be ranked in any case.
Table V supports our conclusions: With whitening applied,
the eigenvectors spanning the row space of S˜n obtained from
(17) can also satisfy the null constraintA. OCSDA cannot rank
the projection vectors, which is demonstrated by the low values
of criterion B for the solution with reduced dimensionality.
ROCSDA can significantly improve the criterion value, when
(17) or (12) is used in Step 4.
3) Comparative experiments: At last, we compared the
proposed methods against standard CSDA as well as the most
recent variants. Table VI shows the results of CSDA [6],
Class-Specific Spectral Regression (CSSR) [8], [9], CSSR
using Cholesky decomposition [30], Probabilistic CSDA [21]
along with the results for the proposed methods NCSDA
(from Table II), ROCSDA (from Table IV), HNCSDA, and
HOCSDA.
Here, it should be noted that we have used for CSDA a
standard implementation using QZ-method for eigenanalysis.
For a full rank St matrix (as is the case with NPT), NCSDA us-
ing 12 in Step 3 and further dimensionality reduction actually
reduces to the standard CSDA. If we make sure that the scatter
matrices are exactly symmetric and use Cholesky method
for eigenanalysis, there is no difference between CSDA and
the selected NCSDA version. ROCSDA, however, can further
improve these results on most datasets.
The recent CSDA variants exploiting Spectral Regression
and the probabilistic formulation clearly outperform the stan-
dard CSDA and its straightforward extensions. Nevertheless,
the when the concepts of null space analysis are combined
with the heterogeneous formulation for the negative class as
in HNCSDA and HOCSDA, the results are comparable to or
even outperform these recent CSDA variants.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we present a null space analysis for Class-
Specific Discriminant Analysis and present a number of ex-
tensions exploiting the concepts. We provide a theoretical and
experimental analysis on the significance of each algorithmic
step and show that a proper exploitation of the null space
concepts can lead to improved results on the baseline CSDA.
Furthermore, we propose to combine the null space concepts
with a recently proposed multi-modal formulation for the
negative class scatter and show that this approach can produce
results that are comparable to or even outperform the most
recent CSDA variants.
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